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Abstract
This paper describes ModelLib, a web-based platform
for collecting models from different domains (e.g. electri-
cal, mechanical) and levels of abstractions. Use cases for
this tool are presented, which show how it can support
the design process of complex AMS systems through
better reuse of existing models for tasks like architec-
ture exploration, system validation, and creation of
more and more elaborated models of the system. The
current state of the implemented ModelLib prototype
is described and an outlook on its further development
is given.
Keywords: AMS design process; model library; model
meta information; relational database; Apache;
PHP; Subversion; wiki.
1 Introduction
The fast progressing advances in manufacturing technol-
ogy allow the integration of more and more functionality
from different disciplines into a single complex system.
This leads to a continuously growing in the needed de-
sign effort where at the same time product cycles get
shorter. The resulting increase in the “design productiv-
ity gap” is especially notable in semiconductor industry.
There the technological production capacity (measured
by the number of available transistors) has increased
since 1985 yearly between 41 % and 59 % whereas the
the design capacity (measured by the efficient use of
transistors) has increased only at a yearly rate of 20 % to
25 % [OTD+05]. To allow the control of the design costs
and prevent them to get prohibitive expensive, new de-
sign technologies have to be continuously introduced,
like in the past block reuse or IC implementation tools.
The design of heterogeneous Analogue and Mixed-
Signal (AMS) systems is still a highly manual work,
which is currently only rudimentarily supported by
EDA tools and not as automatised as the design of dig-
ital systems using logic synthesisers and place & route
tools. An efficient tool support for the AMS design flow
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is missing. Specialised simulators for different physical
disciplines and levels of abstraction as well as CAD tools
to design and layout the physical realisation are used
for each component of a heterogeneous system. These
tools originate from different engineering fields, which
leads to problems when exchanging models and other
design data between them. For example, the design
of a typical Micro-Electro-Mechanical System (MEMS)
like an inertial yaw rate sensor requires, among others:
• optimisation and characterisation of the microme-
chanical resonator and (separately) of the electro-
static field distribution of the comb drive structures,
which are driving and sensing the movement of the
flexible structure, using an FE analysis tool like
ANSYS™ from mechanical engineering;
• simulation of the whole system on the circuit
level taking into account the coupling between the
mechanical and electrostatic domain within the
MEMS transducer and feedback from the analogue
and digital driving and sensing circuits using be-
havioural simulators and modelling languages like
VHDL-AMS coming from electrical engineering;
• layout of the mechanical structure and electronic
circuits using IC layout tools.
The challenge for the EDA industry in the short term
is to improve the links between the existing tools.
Here one research area, which relates to the given
yaw rate sensor example, are reduced-order modelling
methods that allow the extraction of fully coupled be-
havioural models for circuit level simulation from de-
tailed FE models of the device [MKF+05]. In the
long term new design methods and integrated tool
chains are needed to support the designer in the whole
process of specification, design, integration, valida-
tion/verification, and integration of the different com-
ponents of a complex AMS system. First approaches
for the specification, synthesis, and automated layout
generation exist for moderate-complexity analogue cir-
cuits (device count less than 100), e.g., the AMGIE ap-
proach and the Mondriaan tool described in [VGS02].
One important aspect of an AMS design flow is the
management of the models of a device, component, or
whole system on the different levels of abstraction. They
are created during the different stages of the design pro-
cess to simulate their future behaviour and verify that
the specified requirements are met. To speed up the
creation of these models it is advantageous to reuse
existing models and to possibly adapt them further.
Nowadays the designers usually reuse only their own
models or those provided by the design environment.
An exchange of the models between designers is com-
plicated by the fact that they are usually not aware if
and where a similar model is already existing. Further-
more these models need to be documented regarding
their interface, implementation, extend of covered ef-
fects, how they were verified, and other general proper-
ties. The Engineering Society For Advancing Mobility
Land Sea Air and Space International (SAE) covers
these documentation issues with the Model Specifica-
tion Process Standard [SAE02]. There are also ongoing
activities developing collections of verified models for
different design languages like Modelica [Mod06] and
VHDL-AMS [HPH+05]. Those libraries can often be
downloaded as archives from the Internet and provide
the model source code and some documentation, which
can be to some degree automatically extracted from
the model sources using a documentation generator.
There are also tool-specific library managers, such
as the Library Manager in the Cadence™ IC Design
Environment or the Workspace in Mentor Graphics™
ModelSim, to handle the various models of a project
and the design-kits. However, these tools cannot cope
with the management of the models over the tool bound-
aries as it is required for heterogeneous AMS system
designs. Handwritten websites documenting and link-
ing to model archives are one solution, but can only
partly address these issues and require a lot of manual
maintenance to stay up-to-date. The ModelLib project
addresses these problems through the development of a
web-based platform for collecting these models, making
them available over the Internet, and supporting their
collaborative further development.
This paper describes the ModelLib platform that is
being developed to address the described needs, but
which will also offer features supporting the design
of complex heterogeneous AMS systems. Section 2
presents the basic use cases for a model library and how
it can support the work of the AMS designer. From
this the requirements for the ModelLib platform are
developed. The architecture of a prototype implemen-
tation is described in Section 3. The conclusions are
given together with an outlook on further developments
in Section 4.
2 Use Cases and Requirements
A model library like ModelLib can be set up on different
organisational levels, like within an project group, a
company, or as a community portal on the Internet.
The basic use cases for the AMS designer accessing the
ModelLib server through a client on his computer for
submitting, retrieving, and collaboratively developing
the models over the Internet remain the same, while the
demands for security and required detail of access con-
trol will rise with each level of broader access. First the
use cases for retrieving a model (through browsing or
a more complex query) are presented, since they show
which meta information need to be stored in the library
alongside the models to support the designer’s decisions,
and then the remaining use cases regarding submission,
updating, and jointly developing models.
One way to access the models in the library is to
directly browse through the collection of available mod-
els. For this it is required to sort them into a hierarchy
of model classes, where a model can be at the same
time member of different classes, e.g., to reflect that
a model is part of some Intellectual Property (IP) li-
brary and modelling effects of a particular physical
domain. After selecting a model the user is presented
the meta information describing the properties of the
model, which can be roughly detailed into two groups
answering the following questions: “How the model is
built?” and “How the model can be used?”. The first
group describes the following aspects:
• name and storage place of the model within the
model class hierarchy;
• interface, including detailed information about all
parameters and ports as well as the made asser-
tions;
• one or more model implementations (architectures)
in the form of behavioural descriptions and/or
structural descriptions along with the made as-
sertions;
• design entities, each one gathering the interface
and one model implementation using a particu-
lar design language (e.g. VHDL-AMS) and tested
against particular tools (e.g. simulators);
• testbenches, which are stored alongside the models
and refer to some design entities. They are also
implemented using some design language version
and stored in a number of files, which are known to
work together with some design tool versions. Test
data and expected results can be also included.
To each of these aspects an arbitrary number of refer-
ences to external documents can be given. These are
information, which can be directly extracted from the
model sources. To support the porting of design entities
and testbenches to other design tools, it is required to
store also information about the different versions of
available design languages and design tools as well as
which tools support which language.
The second group of meta information further charac-
terises a model regarding its fidelity, performance, and
use by describing the following aspects, as detailed for
example in the SAE J2546 Standard [SAE02]:
• level of model refinement: Pins (named interface
but no internal features), Static (time-invariant,
steady state internal behaviour), Dynamic (time-
varying behaviour), Precision (including significant
amount of second order effects), Vector (model
with directional or spatial interface);
• to which extent the different features of a model are
implemented (levels 0–7 in SAE J2546): None (not
included), Named (acknowledged but unimple-
mented), Fixed (adjustment only possible through
editing the model or an non-related parameter),
Index (offers discrete choice of discrete values
or modes), Static (accepts parameter value prior
simulation run), Dynamic (adapting to internal
conditions during simulation), Mutual (adapting
to external influences during simulation), Direc-
tional (adapting to directional external influences
during simulation);
• supported analysis types, like Continuity and
Loads Analysis, Nominal Analyses (DC, transient,
small signal, and stability analysis), Stress Anal-
ysis, Perturbation or Sensitivity Analyses, Worst-
Case Analyses, Failure Modes and Effects Analy-
ses (FMEA), or Sneak Circuit Analysis (SCA);
• validity of the model (under which assumptions
and operating conditions it is valid);
• properties of the modelled component, e.g., gain,
bandwidth of an amplifier, and, if applicable, how
these properties can be characterised through test-
benches;
• forms of simulation results regarding a specific
property, like Flag, Message, Scalar, Waveform, or
Relation (non-time series describing the interaction
of two or more variables).
It is possible to include all this supplementary infor-
mation into free-form description fields, but for large
model collections, like they are intended for ModelLib,
it is better to structure them as far as possible and im-
plement them in the database scheme. This has to be
done as general as possible, because not all properties,
which a designer might think of storing for a model, are
known in advance. It allows the AMS designer to better
manage the models for different levels of abstraction of
the same physical component.
A large collection of models also requires a more effi-
cient access to the models besides browsing to support
the designer in selecting the model with the right fi-
delity for reuse in the design tasks (e.g. architecture
exploration, detailed component characterisation, sys-
tem validation). To do that, the designer has to send
queries to the model library. In simple cases this means
querying for a model name, keywords, and full text
search in the description fields of interface, architec-
ture, etc. If this is not sufficient enough, more complex
queries for certain properties of the model to be in a
specified range (e.g. detail level, modelled effects, design
language, component properties) can be made.
The previous use cases for browsing and querying of
models showed which information has to be provided by
the model developer when submitting a new model to
the library. First, the files containing the source code,
testbenches, test data, simulation results, and other doc-
uments of the model must be made accessible through
Uniform Resource Locators (URLs), preferably by sub-
mitting them to the repository under the control of a
revision control system. This should ease their further
(cooperative) development and keep all model revisions
accessible in the future. Then the meta information
about the model, testbenches, etc. needs to be extracted
from these files and entered into the library using struc-
tured input forms. This process can be partially au-
tomatised using similar techniques like the ones used
by documentation generation tools [HPH+05]. During
the further development of the model, this information
needs to be continuously updated to keep it in sync
with the changes made. The library supports the devel-
opment process by providing a platform for discussing
the model and jointly improving its implementation
and documentation.
3 Prototype Implementation
Several software components have to be integrated to
meet the requirements arising from the use cases pre-
sented in Section 2. The core component of ModelLib
is a database that stores the meta information about
the models. All files that contain the models and their
accompanying documents are managed by a revision
control system to allow their collaborative development.
A wiki provides an open platform to discuss the models
and collaborate on the improvement of their implemen-
tation and documentation.
A running prototype of ModelLib [Mäh06] is being im-
plemented, which is using PostgreSQL [Pos06] to man-
age the database that stores the meta-information, Sub-
version/WebSVN [CSFP04] to handle the model repos-
itory, YaWiki [Jon05] to discuss and jointly develop the
documentation of the models, and PHP [PHP06] to
implement the web interface served out by an Apache 2
web server [Apa05]. This section describes the current
state of the prototype.
Figure 1 shows the architecture of the prototype and
how its different components interact. The lower part
of the figure shows the different user created documents,
which are managed by the ModelLib server. The file
revisions of the documents are stored in the repository.
The meta information about the models and accompa-
nying documents are stored in the meta information
database. Informal texts, like discussions and HOW-
TOs, are stored in the wiki database. On the server side
implemented user interfaces provide the access to these
three storages. This has the advantage that the user
can access ModelLib over the Internet using a standard
source code
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Figure 1: Architecture of the ModelLib prototype and the communication links between the components
web browser. The file revisions of the models and docu-
ments are managed on the user side by the Subversion
client, which also provides the access to commit them
to and update them from the repository.
The meta information describing the properties of the
models is stored in a relational database. Figure 2 shows
the Entity-Relationship (ER) diagram of the database
that has been designed for the prototype. It currently
considers the model class hierarchy, the information
about referenced external documents, the information
about available design language and tool versions, and
the meta information about interface, architectures,
assertions, design entities, testbenches, and files of the
models. This fully covers the meta information from
the first group “How the model is built?” described in
Section 2. The meta information from the second group
“How the model can be used?” is not yet implemented
in the database structure and can currently only be
stored as free-form descriptions.
The ModelLib web interface provides access to the
model collection over the Internet. It queries the
meta information about the models, testbenches, de-
sign languages, design tools and document references in
the Relational Database Management System (RDBMS)
and outputs it to a CSS formatted HTML page. In the
prototype it is implemented in the server side scripting
language PHP using specialised library packages from
the public PEAR repository [PHP05], which ease the
development of web applications. The ModelLib pro-
totype makes for example use of DB and Text_Wiki to
access the database through the PostgreSQL server and
format the HTML output of the free-form description
fields using a wiki-like syntax. Currently the web in-
terface implements the following features: logging in
as different database users; browsing the model class
hierarchy for a model; displaying and editing of all
information related to the interface, architectures, de-
sign entities, and testbenches of a model (Figure 3);
displaying of the information about the available de-
sign languages and their different versions (Figure 4) as
well as the one about the available design tools and their
different versions (Figure 5); and displaying/editing of
the document references.
The files containing the models, testbenches and their
accompanying documents are stored in a repository
that is managed by a revision control system to allow
their collaborative development. The meta informa-
tion database refers to the files in the repository using
URLs. The Subversion system has been chosen for the
ModelLib prototype since it provides most features of
the widely used CVS and overcomes some of its known
drawbacks by supporting, among others, versioned direc-
tories, renames and meta-data; truly atomic commits;
efficient handling of binary files; and more efficient han-
dling of tags and branches. An Apache 2 web server
using the custom module mod_dav_svn.so from Sub-
version makes the repository available to the clients via
the WebDAV/DeltaV protocol, which is an extension to
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Figure 3: Meta information about a selected model
the well-known HTTP 1.1 protocol that adds versioned
writing capabilities. This provides key features like
authentication, path-based authorisation, wire compres-
sion, and basic repository browsing using a web browser
or WebDAV client. The PHP based web interface Web-
SVN improves the browsing of the repository via a
web browser considerably with features like viewing
the file/directory logs; listing of all changed, added, or
deleted files in queried revision; log message searching;
Blame support; Tar ball downloads; Directory compar-
isons; and RSS Feed support.
A wiki provides an open platform to discuss the
models and to collaborate on their implementation and
documentation. An access right management has to be
established to control the read and write access to the
different models. The YaWiki engine has been chosen
for the ModelLib prototype because it adds logical
Figure 4: Meta information about design languages
name spaces, Access Control Lists (ACLs), navigational
elements, and more to the traditional wiki; each side
can be instantly commented through a web form on
the wiki page; it is written in PHP like the other parts
of the ModelLib web interface; its formatting engine is
a PEAR module; which is also used in the ModelLib
web interface to format the free-form description fields.
4 Conclusions and Outlook
The current ModelLib prototype presented in Section 3
implements basic features of a model library as de-
scribed in Section 2. Its web interface allows browsing
for a model through the model class hierarchy. The
meta information about models, testbenches, design lan-
guages, design tools, and external documents that are
stored in the meta information database can be dis-
played. New models can be added by committing them
into the repository and adding/editing their meta in-
formation in the meta information database using the
web interface.
The main task for the further development of the
ModelLib prototype is to support the structured storage
of the second group of meta information that charac-
terise the fidelity, usage, performance, and other prop-
erties of the model. This implies an extension of the
current database scheme. The querying of models is
currently only supported through direct SQL queries to
the meta information database. This use case needs to
be implemented into the web interface, so that it will
offer the designer elaborated query schemes to guide
him/her in the selection of a suitable model for his cur-
rent task. It is also important to address the usability
and security of ModelLib by improving the implemen-
tation of the web interface to complete its functionality
and to offer to the user a coherent interface to the
Figure 5: Meta information about design tools
three main components repository, meta information
database, and wiki. This includes the implementation
of a unified authentication and a fine-grained access
control mechanism using ACLs to allow the usage of
ModelLib by a broad audience over the public Internet
and, at the same time, keeping control on who has read
and write access to which part of the library. The effi-
ciency of the model import and update can be improved
by automatising the input of the meta information in
the ModelLib database by extracting the information
from the model source code.
In the near future the approach presented in this
paper shall be validated through the support of practical
design cases such as the design of RF transceivers and
multi-channel A/D converters.
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